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In the sixth book of an eleven-book series, Zach is facing some of the most challenging times of his

life. While his relationship with Dray is soaring, Zach will soon be forced to make a decision that

could impact their future. Making matters worse, Zachâ€™s issues with his roommates have

reached the boiling point. What will Zach do when his back is pushed against the wall? What will he

do in this life or death situation? While Tony finally meets the person who is causing so much havoc

in his life, that encounter could have fatal results. What will Tony do when he is standing

face-to-face with that intruder? What does that mean for his relationship with Raidon? Will the

longtime partners come out of this situation ok or will this mark the deadly end? As Dwight prepares

for the biggest day of his life, he makes a calculated decision that can possibly haunt him for the

rest of his life! Not only that, but Lexi receives damaging news about some of Dwightâ€™s

relationships. What will become of Dwight and Lexi? What impacts could Dwightâ€™s calculated

decision have on the people closest to him? One thing is for certain and thatâ€™s Dwightâ€™s

decision will change the course of the story forever!
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I ready don't know where to start. This series is one of the best I've read and that in it self is say a

lot because we are 6 books in. For me this series has never gotten old because it's always

fresh,exciting, educational lol last but not least orgasmic. Jaxon really puts forth an effort to give his

readers quality work and I respect that. If you have not read any of Mr Jaxon Grants book; please

do. You will be throughly entertained. 10 stars across the board.

Jaxon Damn Grant does it once again in his book of #LOCAB6 he didn't disappoint us at all. I feel

that we as the readers of this series gotten a lot of unanswered questions answered 24 books latter

and he's still slaying us with his literary genius. Please Purchase this book it will not disappoint, this

book is the catalyst that set up the upcoming books that is going to give us WHAT WE WANT AND

NEED!!!!! WHO YOU WITH #TEAMD&Z OR #TEAMD&D?

This chapter did not disappoint!I was waiting with baiyed breath for this chapter to come out and I

was excited to read it.Zach finally has the love he deserves in Dray.He is getting his masters and

making his way in the world.Dray is also making major moves and want Zach by his side every step

of the way.Dwight is going through the motions with Lexi and she thinks Zach's friendship with him

isn't right. Accusations fly and tempers flair. "Will there even be a weddimg now? ", becomes a

question. When Zach needs Dwight in am emergency, Lexi shows Dwight a side of her that may

jeopardize their nuptials.Zach is holding back from Dray when he should be drawing closer to

him.Micah is trying to fix his life with not much luck in the way of his relationship with friends and

family but has Brandon in his corner. Hopefully he'll stay there.The other Harris brothers, R.J. and

Raidon are still trying to fix things with their mates as well. Outside forces threaten to ruin their

lives.You have to read this straight through! I was not at a disappointment at all!It was juicy as ever

and had a huge shocker towards the end!

Man I have to say I did not see that coming at all but I am glad it did. I really think Dwight should

have took his mother's advice. I don't know what this means for poor Zach. Can't wait for the next

book. Great job Jaxon! !!!

I loved this installment of this master piece in the making. Mr. Grant you did it again. This is

probably the best one of them all because I finally got what I been waiting for. I'm not going to spoil

it for anyone but If you been following from the beginning you will most definitely know what I'm



talking about. Fantastic!

The saga continues I really enjoyed this book it was definitely a page turner for sure. For the life of

me I couldn't seem to put this book down all I have to say is Dwight and Zachary are meant to

be,good job Mr Grant can't wait for the next book.

Amazing once again is the best way to describe this book. The twists and turns are worth the wait

and I knew one I started reading that I would be able to stop until the finished the last page. I am in

constant awe of Mr. Grant, his storytelling and the weaving of characters from his other books is

truly masterful. I sit here wondering what is next for these characters and I have thought that for

each book so far - I know that I will not be disappointed.Jaxon Grant is an outstanding storyteller

and I am looking forward to the next book in this series!

I love it and a huge fan of life of a college bandsman collection. I have purchased all of them. I love

a book that is at least 400-500 pages. I can relate to coming across someone like , Kyran, that have

troublesome childhood issues that make them have a vendetta against all same gender loving folks.

Everyone has issues from their childhood but it doesn't give them a right to mistreat others. I do not

feel sorry for someone like Kyran and people like him can kick rocks with an open toe shoe
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